Cell-to-Landline Cost Ratios for RDD Surveys of Rare Populations
Introduction Introduction
In planning surveys with a cell phone sample component, survey researchers often think in terms of a cost ratio -the cost per complete interview in the cell phone sample relative to that in the Table 1 ) for the HPC ratios from 26 dual frame RDD surveys conducted in the U.S. Note that all of the HPC ratios were greater than 1 (i.e., the HPC was greater for the cell phone sample than for the landline sample), and that there was considerable variation in the HPC ratio across the 26 surveys.
Cell-to-Landline Cost Ratios for RDD Surveys of Rare Populations Survey Practice T The AAPOR 2010 Cell Phone Task Force Report also includes a discussion of factors that can increase the HPC ratio -i.e., factors that raise the interviewer cost of cell phone data collection relative to that of landline data collection. These factors include:
The report does not discuss the impact of the rarity of the target population on the relative costs of cell phone data collection: all else being equal, surveys of rare populations may encounter different cell-to-landline HPC ratios compared to general population surveys.
Impact of the Rarity of the Target Population on Impact of the Rarity of the Target Population on the HPC Ratio the HPC Ratio
Consider two landline RDD surveys: a general population survey (e.g., a survey of adults) and a rare population survey (e.g., a survey of households with Hispanic children). We allow these rules to differ between the landline sample and the cell phone sample, but we assume that protocols for the landline sample are the same between the two surveys and the protocols for the cell sample are the same between the two surveys.) To see how moving from a general population survey to a rare population survey can affect the cell-to-landline HPC ratio, we can divide the interviewer costs of a survey into two components: screening (i.e., attempting to identify eligible households) and interviewing (i.e., attempting to complete interviews for identified eligible households):
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Conclusion Conclusion
Overall survey cost (in terms of interviewer time) is equal to the cost of identifying eligible households plus the cost of interviewing eligible households once identified. On a per-interview basis, cell phone data collection is usually more expensive than landline phone data collection, but the cell-to-landline cost ratio can depend significantly on the particular population that is being targeted by the survey; in particular, the cost ratio depends on the rarity of the target population and the relative eligibility rates in the landline and cell phone samples. When planning cell phone data collection for a rare population survey, survey researchers should not assume that the cell-to-landline cost ratio will be the same as for a general population survey, but should instead consider how the cost ratio can depend on the particular rare population being targeted.
Notes Notes 1. In this paper, I have divided the data collection operation into two stages: screening (i.e., attempting to identify eligible households) and interviewing (i.e., conducting interviews with eligible households, once identified). However, if desired, the data collection operation can be divided into more stages (e.g., can be generalized as:
2. In the demonstration section, the example assumed a cell-to-landline cost ratio for completing screeners of 3.0 and a cell-to-landline cost ratio for completing interviews of 1.25. While these cost ratios should not depend on the target population of interest, they will depend on other factors such as whether the landline sample is being auto-dialed, and if so, whether it is being predictively-dialed; whether pre-screening of nonworking and business numbers is being employed in the landline sample; the calling rules that are used; the experience and efficiency of the interviewers; the within-household-selection method; and the use of advance letters, monetary incentives, etc. to increase participation.
